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Abstract

The paper presents a clutter detection and removal al-

gorithm for complex document images. The distance trans-

form based approach is independent of clutter’s position,

size, shape and connectivity with text. Features are based on

a residual image obtained by analysis of the distance trans-

form and clutter elements, if present, are identified with an

SVM classifier. Removal is restrictive, so text attached to the

clutter is not deleted in the process. The method was tested

on a collection of degraded and noisy, machine-printed and

handwritten Arabic and English text documents. Results

show pixel-level accuracies of 97.5% and 95% for clutter

detection and removal respectively.

This approach was also extended with a noise detection

and removal model for documents having a mix of clutter

and salt-n-pepper noise. 1

1. Introduction

Real world signals often deviate from the ideal signals

that were produced by the source. These deviations, may

manifest themselves during scanning, transmission, storage

or conversion from one form to another and are referred to

as noise. Irrelevant content can also be viewed as noise,

making the problem of detection and removal very much

application dependent.

Document analysis algorithms such as page segmenta-

tion and character recognition, for example, often work best

on the assumption of a clean document and use principle of

connected components as basic units. Unfortunately, noise

often interferes with these assumptions.

Noise in binary document images can be viewed as de-

pendent or independent of underlying document content.

1The partial support of this research by DARPA through BBN/DARPA

Award HR001108C0004 and the US Government through NSF Award

1150713501 is gratefully acknowledged

Ink blobs, salt-n-pepper [3], stray marks, marginal noise [4]

are, in general, independent of location, size or other prop-

erties of text data in the document image. Recorded im-

ages having this type of noise, can be expressed as the sum

of true image I(i, j) and the noise N(i, j) as R(i, j) =
I(i, j) + N(i, j) Blur, pixel-shift or bleed-through [12] on

other hand, manifest themselves differently depending on

the content. Such content-dependent noise is comparatively

more difficult to model, mathematically non-linear and of-

ten multiplicative.

Noise can also be classified based on its consistency in

properties like periodicity of occurrence in the document,

its shape, position and gray-values. If noise shows a consis-

tent behavior in terms of these properties, it is called regu-

lar noise. Unwanted punched holes and stray marks exhibit

regularity in their shapes while ruled lines [13, 14] show pe-

riodicity in their positions as well. On the other hand, noise

such has ink blobs, complex background binarized patterns,

marginal noise [4] and salt-n-pepper [3, 1] often lack any

consistent property. This ‘irregular noise’ has typically been

classified with simple rule based features. Ozawa and Nak-

agawa [9], Wang and Tang [12], Negishi et. al. [8] use gray

level to distinguish foreground from background. Fan et.

al. [4] assumes length, position and neighborhood of noise

to detect and remove the noise. Liang et al. [5] depend on

periodicity and regularity of noise to get rid of it. However,

there has not been much work reported on the removal of

irregular noise from binary document images. In this paper,

we focus on the removal of clutter from binary images.

Clutter is a general term we use to refer to unwanted

foreground content which is typically larger than text in bi-

nary images. It can result from numerous sources. While

some forms of clutter like punched holes (Figure 1a), ink

seeps (Fig. 1b), ink blobs (Fig. 1c) and copier borders typ-

ically are present before the scanning process, other types

of marginal noise may result from the scanning of bound

or skewed documents (Fig. 1a,f) where the gap between the

gutter and scanner or between edges of paper and scanner

bed causes lighting variations. Other scanning and bina-
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rization artifacts may give rise to clutter as well (Fig. 1d,e).

Clearly, clutter is predominantly independent and irregular.

Figure 1: Examples of clutter

One of the major issues with clutter is its connectivity

with text. Clutter often touches or overlaps some parts of

the text. In case of ruled line documents with clutter, a sin-

gle connected component connecting clutter, ruled lines and

text may appear (Figure 2). Complete removal of the con-

nected component in such cases may result in tremendous

loss of content while morphology can degrade the text. As

Figure 2: (a) Image (b) shows a single connected compo-

nent with text attached to it

far as we know, there has been no collective work on the de-

tection and removal of clutter, without removing or further

degrading the attached text, in binary document images.

Fan, Wang and Kay [4] detect and remove marginal noise

regions based on three assumptions of shape, length and po-

sition. The technique does fairly well at removing only the

marginal noise without the attached text. In contrast, our

technique achieves the same on all forms of clutter, while

being independent of clutter’s position, size, shape and con-

nectivity with text. It is also independent on the inclusion

of any other type of noise.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

the problem definition, clutter detection and removal. Sec-

tion 3 extends this approach to propose a generic noise re-

moval model in which several forms of noise can be re-

moved iteratively, without interfering in the detection and

removal of clutter. This is followed by experiments and

evaluation in Section 4 and by conclusion and future work

in Section 5.

2. Clutter Detection and Removal

Our approach to clutter removal is two-phased. In first

phase, we detect the components which contain clutter. The

second phase consists of removing only the clutter from the

detected component(s) with minimal content deletion.

2.1. Problem Definition

Before framing the problem mathematically, we define

our distance functions for digital images. Let p be a pixel

in the document image I , located at (x, y) position, where

0 ≤ x ≤ imageheight and 0 ≤ y ≤ imagewidth. Let

d(pi, pj) be a positive definite, symmetric and triangular

measure of the distance from pixel pi to pj [11] such as the

Euclidean distance. We are particularly interested in the in-

teger approximations of Euclidean distance for every pixel

on image. Rosenfeld and Pfaltz [11] proved that octagonal

distance do is a better approximation to Euclidean distance

than city block, square, hexagonal and ceil of Euclidean dis-

tance functions. Also, nearest integer to Euclidean and floor

of Euclidean are not distance functions as they violate tri-

angular property. Octagonal distance is defined as:

do = max([2(|xi−xj |+|yi−yj |+1)/3],max(|xi−xj |, |yi−yj |))
(1)

Using some pixel properties (e.g. grayvalue), an image can

be divided into different sets of pixels. Distance Trans-

form [2] associates distances to every pixel of a set P from

other sets as follows:

DP (p) = min
qǫI

(do(p, q) + f(q)) (2)

where initially,

f(q) =

{

∞ if q ǫ P

0 otherwise

For binary images, there are only two sets of pixels, depend-

ing on foreground pixels (fg) background (bg):

I = {P, P ′}, P = {p|I(p) = fg}, P ′ = {p′|I(p′) = bg}

The distance transform is used both for detection and re-

moval. We define DI as the foreground distance transform

of image I , where foreground pixels are labeled by their

distance to the closest boundary and all background pix-

els are labeled 0. DI′ is defined as the background dis-

tance transform of image I, where background pixels are la-

beled by their distance to the closest boundary and all fore-

ground pixels are labeled 0. The distance transform can be
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computed efficiently with a two pass algorithm presented

in [10].

2.2. Detection

Clutter, by definition, is larger than maximum text-stroke

width present in the document, whereas thickness of ruled-

lines, salt-n-pepper, stray-marks, bleed-through etc. can be

of the order of text-stroke width. It is interesting to note

that this property of clutter differentiates it from other types

of noise and text. We assume clutter is bigger than twice

the text’s maximum stroke width present in the document.

Hence, thinning the foreground pixels to half the maximum

distance transform value, will erode all other text and other

noise pixels from the document and will leave behind only

a core of each clutter element. On the other hand, in the ab-

sence of any clutter, text strokes will be thinned to half their

maximum width, maintaining a text-like pattern (albeit bro-

ken). After performing the distance transform, removing all

pixels which are less than half of the maximum transform

distance in the image, results in a residual image, we call the

half residual (Figure 3(b)). It can be computed as follows:

Figure 3: (a) An image with clutter and text. (b) the distance

transform on the image with distances normalized to gray

values [0-255] (c) the result of half-residual

1. Perform distance transform DIo on the original binary

image Io, as illustrated in Equation 2

2. Calculate the maximum value dtMax = max(DIo)

3. Set all pixels p with DIo(p) < dtMax/2 to back-

ground. The half-residual image Ih is obtained.

Next, we compute the features from this half-residual im-

age Ih for clutter detection. Table 1 shows how the se-

lected features, based on connected components, inherently

distinguish Ihs of clean and clutter images. We train a 2-

class SVM on these features to classify Ih as having clut-

ter or not. Figure 4 shows clutter detection and removal

model. Since in practise, several clutter components of

varying sizes might occur in the same document, early iter-

ations of half-residual image may erase the smaller clutter

components. Hence, in such cases, detection and removal

need to be performed iteratively till a clean document is de-

tected, as shown in Figure 4.

2.3. Removal

Once the document image is classified as having clut-

ter noise, the components from the half-residual image Ih,

Table 1: Features selected for clutter detection

Features of CC Clean Img Cluttered Img

Number high very low

Avg size low high

Variance in size by Aver-

age Size

low At extremes

(zero or high)

Variance in positions of

centroids of CC

very high low

Average ratio of area by

perimeter

low high

Ratio of CC before and

after half-residual

near to 1 very high

Figure 4: Clutter Detection and Removal

called HR-cores, are replaced with their corresponding (and

larger) connected components in the original image I . Re-

sulting image Ic has only these candidate clutter compo-

nents from their original image I .

Our goal is to identify those pixels of these clutter com-

ponents which belong to the clutter, and isolate the non-

clutter (text) pixels. We observe that if we “regenerate” the

clutter, from the half-residual core obtained in the previous

step, by introducing the pixels from the original component

for successive distances, then the clutter pixels will be en-

countered in roughly the same numbers in every step, as

when we removed them.

As we approach the boundary of the clutter, this no

longer holds true, because the original removal would have

been eliminating both text and clutter pixels. Alternatively,

we can consider, for an original removal step, how many re-

generation steps (unique distances) would be required to re-

generate it. We note that as we approach the clutter bound-

ary, and attempt to regenerate it, the number of steps re-

quired for regeneration increases significantly. This is due

to the fact that text-branches protrude out of the clutter’s

shape. The original removal step at which this number in-

creases sharply is the minimum distance ρ from clutter’s

boundary at which all text is completely removed. This pro-
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cess can be shown as follows:

1. Compute DIc

2. Compute DIh′

3. f(d) = |distinct(DIh′(p))|, ∀ d ǫ DIc(p)
where p ǫ {Ih′ ∩ Ic},

As shown in Figure 5(b), moving outwards towards the

boundary of clutter-component, there is a sharp rise in f(d)
at ρ. This function is a monotonically decreasing function.

Figure 5: (a) Clutter component showing a text-branch at-

tached to main clutter body (b) Frequency graph showing a

sharp rise at ρ

f ′(d) is the rate of change of the function, which slows

down at ρ. If g(x) = f ′′(d), ρ is the index of first max-

ima of g(x).

d

dx
(g(x)) = 0,

d2

dx2
(g(x)) > 0 (3)

It is not important that half-residual core should maintain

the exact shape of the clutter. The point of first sudden drop

in the function can predict the distance from the real bound-

ary. The depth of the drop is proportional to the length of

the text-branch. Once this distance ρ is obtained, shrinking

and expanding the clutter-component by this distance, gets

the clutter without its text-branches. If ρ is zero, these oper-

ations are not performed, as there is no text attached to the

clutter and clutter component can directly be removed.

1. Obtain image Id is obtained by removing all pixels p

from Ic such that DIc(p) ≤ ρ

2. Compute DId

3. Removing all pixels in Id and pixels with DId ≤ ρ,

removes the clutter from Io without removing the text

attached to it

2.4. Complete Removal of Clutter with
Blurring Boundaries

Clutter does not always form contrasting boundaries

with the background. Their edges sometimes blur into the

background, creating spray-like appearances. These spray-

like noise near a clutter’s boundary, act as openings for dis-

tance transform (DIc), keeping parts of clutter intact around

them (in the order of ρ), as shown in Figure 6(b). Clos-

ing these openings and applying clutter removal (as in Sec-

tion 2.3) on the resultant clutter-component will remove this

noise along with clutter. Though these openings resemble

salt-noise, known methods for salt-noise removal like me-

dian filtering [3] can not be used, as these openings are

extremely dense (unlike SnP noise) or big enough to es-

cape removal in a prefixed size mask. Also, closing using a

smaller structuring element may not close all these openings

while using a bigger element may close the text-loops as in

‘g’,‘o’ etc. Hence, we need a structuring element of the or-

Figure 6: Complete Clutter Removal

der of most frequent size of the openings. CC ′ contains the

empty area outside clutter component and the various open-

ings inside it. The radius of every opening is determined by

performing a 3X3 sized mask M(p) on DIc′ which picks

out the maximum distant pixel of every opening as follows:

fMax(p) =







DIc′(p) if max
lǫM(p)

(DIc′(l)) = DIc′(p)

0 otherwise

(4)

Histogram of these distances shows a sudden dip after the

frequent openings’ radius. This dip can be calculated using

the same method described in Equation 3. The radius so

obtained is used to close the openings and perform clutter

removal thereafter. The improvement in results is shown in

Figure 6(c).

3. Generic Noise Removal Model

An individual detection process for each kind of noise

can be expensive, and at the same time, due to various

shapes and forms of noise, it is difficult to identify noise as a

whole, than reject it as non-content. Training a generic rec-

ognizer on any kind of noise is hence not possible. Larry

and Malik [7] designed a single class classifier which is

trained on positive samples only and rejects any sample not

in the trained class as other. Using the same principle, it

should be possible to train a single-class SVM on clean doc-

ument images, which can then reject a document with any

kind of noise (non-clean). The clutter removal approach,

due to its independent nature with respect to other types

of noise, can be combined with this generic noise removal

framework. Since half-residual on a clutter document re-

moves anything with similar or lesser width than text-stroke

width, noises like salt-n-pepper, ruled lines, bleed-through

and stray marks will be removed in the process, and will not

interfere in clutter detection and removal.
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4. Evaluation and Results

We evaluated the clutter detection and removal approach

on datasets of printed and handwritten documents in En-

glish and Arabic scripts from five different sources. The

dataset contains a representative set of 50 images with all

forms of clutter and a set of 50 clean images. 30 images

from each set are used for training. Clutter detection ac-

curacy on the remaining 40 images is 97.5%. For clutter

removal algorithm, we use an xml-based LAMP’s GEDI

tool [6] for pixel-based labeling and visualization. Each

image is labeled into clutter and non-clutter (text, ruled-

lines etc.) pixels. First evaluation criteria is pixel-based

where reported accuracy of 95% is obtained as the percent-

age of clutter pixels removed. Figure 7 shows the clutter

removal results of images in Figure 1. Second evaluation

criteria is purposive, where we evaluate the improvement in

successive stages due to clutter removal. Pixel based ruled

line removal improves its processing time by 4 times due

to much lesser foreground pixels in clutter-cleaned docu-

ments. Comparative evaluation of connected component

based approaches like page segmentation and text-line ex-

traction on clean and clutter documents will be a part of our

future work.

Figure 7: Clutter Removed

5. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a novel approach toward clutter de-

tection and removal for complex binary documents. Our

distance transform based approach aims at the removal of

irregular and non-periodic clutter noise from binary docu-

ment images and is independent of clutter’s position, size,

shape and connectivity with text. We use an SVM classi-

fier to detect clutter. The novelty of this approach is in its

restrictive nature to remove clutter, as text attached to the

clutter is neither degraded nor deleted in the process. Clut-

ter detection and removal accuracies were reported greater

than 95% on machine-printed and handwritten documents

of English and Arabic scripts. We would like to extend

this approach to incorporate various other noise models to

achieve our goal of a generic noise removal system. Bet-

ter feature extraction and classification schemes for clutter

detection will be another direction to enhance accuracy.
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